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In January Dorian and I both got the FLU, so printer
II was not returned until the end of January.
Printer III: This time I bought a brand-new Epson CD
printer which arrived in a strong, sturdy box and the
printer is beautiful, PLUS it works exactly as it is
supposed to.
The trick with Mercury Retrograde is that you get to
do things twice or mu case three times. When I was in
real estate I always cautioned my clients not to go to
the closing under a Retrograde Mercury. Some
listened, many did not. One couple who curled their
lip at the stupidity of such a primitive idea when to the
closing with fire in their eyes because they were in a
hurry. The deal fell through at the table and they had
to wait another sixty days because of all kinds of
complications. After that when I made suggestions
they were much more willing to listen.

Spring is upon us and Easter is only a month away.
May the change of season bring you many rainbows.
Love, Molly

A tale of Mercury retrograde. LOL I have a Mercury
retrograde in my Solar Return chart this year and, OH
MY, how it has done its most Mercury Retrograde
stuff.
Just after Thanksgiving my trusty Epson CD label
printer quit working. I went to Amazon (mighty
Amazon solves all problems) and ordered a Canon
CD label printer with great reviews. The only problem
was that it was template only and I could not create my
own labels. Returned the printer.
Printer II: Back to mighty Amazon. This time I
ordered an Epson printer that said it was like new. It is
now the end of December and the printer arrived in a
box that was so torn up it was a wonder that the printer
was still in it. The “like new” printer was anything but.

A friend of mine to whom I was telling the tale of the
printers said, “Why did you attempt to get a new
printer when Mercury was Retrograde twice?”
Mercury was Retrograde again when I began the
odyssey of the printers. I often have to do things like
this to remind me of my humanity. We humans are
the most beautiful, brilliant, amazing beings who have
allowed ourselves to believe just the opposite. May we
all use the energy of 2018 to help us remember that
we truly are Divine beings living in physical bodies and
we are not intended to live less. Always settle for
MORE!! Love, Molly

Join us, in 2018, by signing up for the Personal
Growth package. This has proven to be one of the
most popular offerings that St. Germain has given.
People are excited about the changes in their lives and
express joyful anticipation for the future. Changes on
all levels are bringing a whole new lease on life as we
evolve into New Humans. This year St. Germain’s
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Teachings, which are a part of the Personal Growth
Package, will focus on how the Virtues can actually
help in creating a healthier, happier, richer life.

Click here for 2018 Personal Growth Package Details

Rainbow Center News
SPRING INTENSIVE
St. Germain will be offering an Intensive “Living the
Virtues Brings an Elegant and Powerful Life”. May 25,
26, 27, 2018. St. Germain will continue the theme for
this year of how the Virtues enhance and bring new
magick into our daily lives and affairs to enrich our
growth and allow us to discover much more about
how the inner world and the outer world are blending.
There are many worlds and the Illusion has prevented
these worlds from being known to one another. The
fear of other people who are different, has simply
been expanded to a fear of any and all things that
seem different. This has held humanity in a form of
stasis which is now beginning to melt away in the Love
that is returning to the Earth. Not the conditional love
of only caring for or attending to those that we know,
but the Love without a condition that allows us to
receive great benefits form interdependence with all of
humanity.
This Intensive will be held here in the beautiful
mountains of central, western Wyoming, not too far
from Table Mountain, WY which is one of St.
Germain’s special places in the world. This area is
filled with sacred vortexes and is a wonderful place to
feel the magik, both ancient and now. We invite you
to join us in this amazing opportunity to remember the
magik and rediscover yourself.
We invite you to join us in person. Call or email
Molly for more information.
CDs and mp3s will be available.
The group for March, “Finding Who You are in the
New Millennium”, defines the movement of energy
from the Full Moon in Virgo on the first, when the
energy of Goddess emerging peaks in power, once
again, to the Full Moon in Libra on the 31st of March,

when the response of humanity must begin to reflect a
willingness to embrace Love without a condition rather
than the old, intolerant concepts of the patriarchal
order. More softening of heart is being revealed every
day. The media seeks to cover the receptive changes
with the veils of violence. It is not to overlook what is
happening on either side, but to stop taking sides and
begin to find ways that bring opinions of all to find a
sacred middle ground. The EGO does not accept that
there could be a middle ground and disdains it’s
potential. St. Germain seeks to bring energetic shifts of
consciousness that support new unity. The group will
be March 18, 2018 at 2 pm MDT.
CD’s can be purchased on the website at
Click Here for 2018 Groups
St. Germain continues with the Virtues for the month
of March. The Virtues of Honesty, Integrity and Truth
are surely and imperative for these chaotic times. To
try to be honest is an exercise in futility. The most vital
honesty in these times is the absolute honesty with self.
Integrity is a Virtue that has been more frequently
dismissed as a massive inconvenience, especially for
those who hold money as far more important that
personal value. Integrity guides the choices of life from
the inner most connection with Spirit. Truth is not an
opinion. Truth shines through the darkest times and
just as Love has stood throughout all time, so has
Truth. Truth is felt deep in the solar plexus and it can
be denied but not ignored. St. Germain blends these
vital aspects together for new direction in what seems
to be some of the darkest times the earth has known.
The Teaching is on March 14, at 7 pm MDT.
The call-in for the Teaching is on the second
Wednesday evening of each month at 7 pm MT.
Our call-ins for the Q&A are on the fourth
Wednesday evening each month at 7 pm MST.
The call-ins allow you to join in to hear the teaching
and ask questions at the Q&A.
If you haven’t had the experience of the Teachings
that St. Germain is offering this year they really help us
to understand what is going on. It just might be worth
your while to check them out. The deep healing
power of the Master is there to experience again and
again as you listen to the awesome wisdom that he
brings. CDs are $15 for each set—Teachings or Q&A.
It is $25 to call in one time or $40 for both sessions
each month. Postage and handling are separate.
To order CD’s or DVD’s
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Click Here for 2018 Teachings with the Master

GREAT BOOKS!
On my Kindel I am reading an excellent trilogy by
Deborah Harkness.
Book one is “The Book of Life”
Book two is “A Discovery of Witches”
Book three is “Shadow of Night”
Deborah is an exceptional author with a very broad
range of knowledge of history and alchemical science
There is a great book that I was sent called
“The_Language_Crystal. It is about a quest to
understand dyslexia, but there is so much mystical and
metaphysical information that I want to share it.
St. Germain has consistently talked of America being a
light to the world. It certainly would not appear that
way with current affairs as they are. However, this
book can shed some light on how what St. Germain
says is possible.
You can find it at this site:
archive.org

VIRGO FULL MOON-March 1-2
FULL MOON RITUAL ALTAR

This Virgo Moon brings it earthy balance to the
watery, dreamy elements of six planets and asteroids in
Pisces. This Virgo Moon brings an ability to see reality
in the midst of all of the illusions, chaos and confusion
that the Earth is experiencing now. Every day the
challenge to find clarity is compounded by many
voices saying infinitely diverse things about situations
that must be contemplated personally to discover
whether they are truly important or not. The
diversions and distractions can keep the obvious from
being noticed because “people in the know” cannot
seem to be clear or honest about vital situations. It is
like the magic of the mind, “watch this hand, but don’t
look at what is happening over here”. The grounding
tendencies of this Earth Moon can clean the filters of
Illusion and bring new healing energies to rejuvenate
the energy flows on the planet. A trine between Saturn
in Capricorn and Pallas Athene in Taurus lends
further support to the Full Moon’s earth element and
helps us to see strategic steps to bring our dreams and
ideals into reality.
The Full Moon opposes Neptune, as the Sun makes
its annual conjunction with the God of the Sea. The
invitation from Spirit at this time is to surrender our
personal will to Divine Will, to relax the EGO’s
agenda and be willing to receive guidance directly
from our Soul, which speak through dreams, intuition
and feelings. Everyone is psychic, but the fear of what
that means must now be forgiven in order for us to
discover the powerful truth of who we really are.

Virgo is the sign of the Goddess. We place gems on
the altar for the Goddesses.

Mercury, the ruler of Virgo, is the Winged Messenger.
At this Full Moon it is in Pisces. The spiritual realms
can communicate with us much more easily at this
time, as our minds relax into a state of allowing,
openness to investigate and a deep sense of wonder as
we discover unlimited possibilities that exist for us.
Mercury is conjunct Venus and this puts us in touch
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with our hedonistic tendencies. We can be drawn to
the arts, music and the pleasures of life, as well as
being more aware of our intuitive nature and
expanded imagination. Venus will reappear in the
evening sky as an evening star on March 4, after nearly
four months in the Underworld, ie., invisible. To the
ancients the morning star and the evening star, Venus,
were considered the two faces of the goddess—the
warrior and the lover. With Venus in the Underworld
since November 16, we have been healing the parts of
us at war with ourselves and with each other. As Venus
reappears, the lover in all is being reborn. This is
another gigantic step in the evolution of humanity to
reclaim our birthright of connecting to an
understanding that Spiritual Love is unconditional.
The lover goddess is further empowered in Pisces, the
sign of her exaltation.
Mercy and Venus are moving into conjunction with
Chiron, an opportunity to heal the misconceptions
that we are unloved, unwanted or just not good
enough. The tendency of social media to make
comparisons has engendered jealousies and opened
the deep wounds of uncertainty within us. We have
been taught to give our power away to others who are
stronger, smarter or more beautiful than we are. The
Venus-Chiron conjunction can stir core wounds and
painful emotions, but if we can forgive resisting the
pain it can pass and we will find that it is easy to open
the heart and embrace the Love that is waiting for us
to accept it. Grief can be a part of the process, but
need not become the focus.
Mercury and Venus make a trine to Jupiter in Scorpio,
enhancing our ability to look beyond appearances and
discover deep truths and hidden wisdom that we have
not been in touch with in life times. A square between
Vesta and Mars in Sagittarius and Mercury and Venus
in Pisces, suggests that when we find truth it is best to
put it into effect in our own lives rather than attempt to
push it on others. Experiential living is the greatest
teacher, much more so, than knowledge without the
wisdom of experience. Mars in Sagittarius can be the
sword of truth that cuts through the illusions of Pisces.
Smart can be the knowledge of what words say.
Wisdom is the recognition of how what the words say
can change the course of our lives.

PISCES NEW MOON—March 17

Pisces relates to our dreams, beliefs, faith and
intuition. This New Moon draws into inner
connections and exploring the deepest frontiers of
ourselves. Pisces is the last sign of the zodiac where we
blend with Spirit waters and the ocean of wholeness.
This is a time of reflection and cleansing away the old
wounds of the year past and life in general. Pisces is of
the element of water and it is mutable by its nature. It
presents opportunities for Soul-shift and moving into
the flow of life, if we have been standing on the shore
refusing to move. The Spring Equinox occurs on
March 20 when the Sun enters the sign of Aries and a
whole new cycle of the year begins.
Access to the New Moon is gained by taking time to
discover the peace that is within. There is a tendency,
in the world of technology, to dismiss the pleasures of
sleep, dreams, meditation, time-out from the busy-ness
of daily affairs and allowing the inner Child to come
out and play. None of these things can be done. The
mind cannot let go of the addiction to doing. All of the
joy and freedom of relaxation sources from the solar
plexus (the Soul Center). The nonessentials actually
bring increased productivity and new levels of creative
potential. They improve brain-function and, not
surprisingly, result in happier, more fulfilling lives.
The mind can produce vast quantities of material on
“how to do” things. Actually, when the drive of doing
is decreased, the amount of productive energy
increases, magnified. The less force applied in creative
output, the greater the accomplishments. The EGO
has programmed the psyche to always be in motion
and to worry about appearance if there is not some
physical activity going on. Consequently, resting the
mind, body and emotions is considered suspect. (You
must be lazy if you are not rushing around). Children
“day-dream”, which is actually a most productive time.
The mind is free to follow dreams, desires and allow
the active imagination to create new paths of creativity
in the brain. In this space there is a much greater
opportunity to multi-task. Teachers might say the
student isn’t listening, but actually, potentially boring
material becomes much easier to assimilate.
The New Moon’s conjunction to Chiron, assists to
deep levels of healing that can help us to move
through our deepest pain in order to access our
greatest gifts. Chiron’s transit through Pisces,
beginning in 2010-2011, has spotlighted a core wound
of feeling alone, abandoned and separate from
Source. As we heal from the illusion of separation and
move deeper into the Piscean consciousness of unity,
we begin to realize that Spirit and matter are not
separate from each other. Chiron will end its journey
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through Pisces on April 17 as it moves into Aries. This
Chiron-infused New Moon is an opportunity to reflect
on our willingness and ability to allow healing. We can
embrace the movement that we have made and forgive
the changes that we have avoided. Chiron will
retrograde back into Pisces on September 25. 2018
and then will be in Aries from February, 2019 until
2027.
Mars in the last degree of Sagittarius will square the
New Moon and Chiron, stirring restlessness and
impatience. The tendency to be drawn into conflict
arises, as the “epidemic of Righteousness” and
entrenched judgment must be moved out. There will
more realization that arguing just to argue is not a
game, but an obsession. Mars cojoins Vesta, to remind
us that telling others what to do, is not nearly as
effective a teaching tool, as exemplary living. When we
live the Truth that guides our lives it empowers us, as
well as, encouraging others.
Jupiter, traditional ruler of both Sagittarius and Pisces,
will be retrograde from March 8 to July 10, giving us
time to reexamine our personal values and beliefs,
focusing on inner growth to promote outer
transformation. Jupiter forms a trine with the sun,
Moon and Chiron impowering us to dream big and
envision those dreams manifesting.
Saturn is strong at the next Full Moon (March 31),
bringing tests and challenges, along with potent
potential to bring our intensions into physical reality.
Taking time for rest, play and meditative experiences
opens us to an expanded state of awareness that lets
growth occur naturally. Use these times to reconnect
with living naturally and be amazed at all that can
manifest, that has been waiting for the divinely
appropriate time.

LIBRA FULL MOON (BULE Moon) March 31
March brings us another opportunity to take advantage
of the power of a Blue Moon. 2018 came rolling onto
the scene with two Blues Moons in a three-month
period. This Full Moon in Libra puts attention on
relationships of all kinds. The building power of Love
without a condition is softening even the hardest heart.
We are required to ask ourselves, “Am I willing to
genuinely allow others to be who they are without
judgments or expectations?” Are we still attempting to
by favors by giving our power away and then realizing
that we paid a much higher price than was necessary?
This Full Moon occurs in the wave of momentum
following the first Equinox on March 20. The Sun in
fiery Aries along with several others planets in cardinal
(initiating signs) pushes us to move forward, while
other cosmic forces caution us to slow down so that we
can be more conscious in what we are creating.
Generally, the internal clarity is encouraging us to
move slower and feel our way rather than “act in hast
and repent in leisure”. Mercury moves into retrograde
on March 22 and remains retrograde until April15.
This provides a time to reconsider our desires and
realign with our authentic self. Mercury retrograde is
conjoined with the Sun at the full Moon, encouraging
us to remember that the situations that life brings us
are never totally about others, but always provide
mirrors for us to look at what we are creating and
decide if it looks as good when someone else is doing
it.
Reinforcing the call to S-L-O-W down, Mars is
conjunct with Saturn in Capricorn and both planets
square this Full Moon. Mars symbolizes the youthful
masculine, our drive and desire, while Saturn is the
wise elder, that takes a longer look at things and then
assures us on our way by advising integrity in our
choices. A Mars-Saturn conjunction is like driving with
the brakes on. It is best to just pull over and reflect on
motivations and long-term goals. The conjunction,
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(exact on April 2) begins a new two-year cycle of
bringing our desires into reality. It is time to clarify and
get in touch with how commitment really feels so that
we can achieve what we desire. With Mars exalted and
Saturn at home in Capricorn, this is an exceptionally
powerful time of sees-planting, when we can harness
Capricorn’s strength, focus and persistence to bring
our goals to fruition.
The square between Mars-Saturn and the Full Moon
can find us asking ourselves the question, “Do I dare
to step out into a future that I desire, or must I give up
what I dream of to appease my relationships?” We
find ourselves navigating the delicate balance between
staying true to ourselves, while taking the desires and
priorities of others into account. Logic can become
very confused about these decisions, but when there is
the willingness to allow the wisdom of the elder
(Saturn) to help us touch into our own internal
understanding we find compassion and strength that
we may not have felt we possess. “We are the author
of our own lives and we must recognize where we,
now, must exert our potential in order to feel fulfilled
in the ongoing. Faith shows us how to take the steps
required, not in rebellion, but in honor and integrity.
Libra brings a new measure of empathy and
compassion that can change our direction without the
pain of judgment.
Venus, ruler of Libra, is at home in Taurus. Libra (air)
provides the masculine or outward expression of
Venus in relating to others. The goddess is emerging
in both male and female to bring a balance that has
been missing for eons of time, God/Goddess/All That
Is. Venus in Taurus reminds us that what ever is
manifesting in our lives is essentially a reflection of the
primary relationship with self.
Venus trines with Mars-Saturn conjunction, supporting
us to align our masculine drives with our feminine
values and dreams. The masculine mind has asked,
for so long, “Is it possible?” The Goddess says, “It is
always possible, but is it worthy of the energy to bring
it about?” We are experiencing the destructive effects
of a culture that discounts the feminine, as well as a
constant stream of new products and technologies that
don’t add value to our lives or to the planet. We have
come to measure our worth by how many, no only
things, but expensive things we can get. We have
slipped into a place of “spending money we do not
have, to buy things that we are not even sure we want.,
to impress people who are so absorbed in their own
acquisitions that they do not even see what we are
doing”. This Full Moon provides an opportunity to
rebalance our lives by getting to touch with our inner

self and the flow of how life moves naturally when we
are in tune. Venus in Taurus recommends that we
bring ease and pleasure to our Mars-Saturn efforts, to
slow down and enjoy the process, rather than
attempting to live in an unformed future that doesn’t
even exist where we are. Now is the only safe place we
can be. The journey is the joy. Once we arrive at the
destination, we begin to consider the next
accomplishment. Live your life well. You can never
live someone else’s.
Molly is a professional astrologer and does personal
charts, solar returns and couples or relationship charts.
Contact her at 307 335-8113 or
mollyrowland22@gmail.com

QUOTES FOR THE MONTH from St. Germain
Slowly over time science has chipped away at the
Magick as though if humans turned to logic the
Magick would disappear. But, Magick never went
away. It waited quietly until humanity began to
return, as the science could not provide security
within. --St. Germain
Peace only comes from within. To seek to find who
you are outside, in the world, only brings greater
turmoil. As the shell of Illusion dissolves, the
reality of the Soul-centered, Master Magickian
that you are becomes more evident. Fear exists in
separation. PEACE lives in self-realization. –St.
Germain
Release the fetters of fears that have bound your
Magick for life times. The Magick cannot be
forced or controlled, but as you set it free it waits
to fulfill your desires. It is as simple as letting a
silver ribbon fly free and following as it as it
remembers you to your Mastery. The Magick is in
the remembering. –St. Germain
It is time for all beings to consider the wealth of
shared wisdom that awaits the recognition of
interdependence. The time of fearful separation is
passing and embracing the Oneness brings greater
security than anything outside of self. Love
yourself well and Love others as yourself. –St.
Germain
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ST. GERMAIN’S MESSAGE

Dearly Beloved Masters,
With the passing of March, 2018 is a quarter of the
year passed. Does it seem as though time is strange
and different? Are things moving too fast? It is time to
slow down and take stock—not of what is going on
outside of you, but what you will find within.
With the passing of the Patriarchal Order the old ways
of limitation that have bound humanity in shadows for
life times, are being dissolved just as clouds are
dissipated by sun light. In the Illusion there has always
been the necessity for taking sides because this is a
planet of duality. Because people have been taught for
eons that the balance is brought about by logic, the
true balance of nature and the natural order of life
have been pushed into those shadows. Men have
created games of power and hidden much of who they
are and what they are doing behind the closed doors
of secrecy. Revelation is opening those doors and the
truth is spilling out because all must see. Not only the
men of power and money in industry and politics, but
each human on Earth is being called to discover and
remember things that, as they are revealed, change the
direction of where life goes on the planet.
Men have held their power much as a toreador holds
his cape. The power is flashed so quickly that no one
can quite see what is happening and behind the cape
they can change their position on things in the blink of
an eye. people are told that they do not need to know
because they would not understand. People are
instructed from childhood not to look to closely at
things that they do not understand. The teachings in
school of reading, writing and mathematics are given
in the driest, most, uninteresting ways and children can

hardly wait to grow up and become adults so that no
one can tell them what to do. Teachers who are
excited about what they are teaching are buried in
paperwork and told to teach the way they were taught.
(DO NOT COLOR OUTSIDE OF THE LINES!!)
Now the current trend on the planet is, once more,
keep the people ignorant, hungry and worried about
the basics of “life” which appear to be struggle. In
Hebrew the word Kaballah or Kabbalah means “to
receive”, but in Russian the word for servitude is
Kabala. No one can grow or heal or thrive in a war
zone and the Earth is being turned into a battleground
inside and out.
BELOVED MASTERS, YOU MAKE THE
CHOICES IN YOUR OWN LIVES AS TO WHAT
PATH YOU WILL FOLLOW AND HOW YOU
WILL CHANGE THE WORLD!!! The opportunity
to make a difference occurs in how you live every
moment of every day of the precious life that you are
blessed with. The memories of who you truly are
beginning to emerge. They defy the logic and
practicality of Illusion. The memories are of beauty
and goodness and power that has no need for
destruction in order to create. This is the Truth of
how the Earth was created in the beginning. For the
Highest Good of All becomes a clear and
understandable message for everyone. The chosen few
is a concept of Shadows. Each human is a Divine
creation. YOU ARE WORTHY. YOU HAVE
VALUE. YOU ARE AMAZING. A great part of the
Revelation is that as depression, sadness and rage are
coming to the surface, the lies that have been
perpetrated by the chosen few to keep the masses
under control are also being revealed. The Magick of
the Ancients has been presented as a darkness that
infests life if one is not very careful. To be considerate
of the worth of your life, does mean that you must fear
what is new or different. To be care-filled is not a
burden, but the willingness to treasure the life that is in
your charge. HEALING DOES NOT COME FROM
FIGHTING OTHERS FOR WHAT THEY HAVE.
THE WEALTH OF THE EARTH IS FOUNDED
WITHIN EACH BEING. Your Divine Inheritance is
God’s gift to you. What is yours is yours. What is
theirs is theirs. Within the Allness that you are granted
find your best. Envying others is a waste of energy.
Find the spark of creation that belongs to you in your
Soul Center and use your talents to build the warming,
healing fire of Love that is waiting to enlighten you.
Others may not value your creations. That does not
mean that the creation is flawed or less. It simply
means that many are not yet ready to open their inner
eyes to the wonder of a world that is not darkened by
the Shadow or filled with war and treachery. The
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desire to fight has become one of the most powerful
addictions on the planet. Fighting is a game of taking
power. Whether the game is openly destructive or
insidiously cunning, power games have always been
expensive and in the energy of the New Age the cost
of taking power from others is becoming more
expensive all of the time. The energy expended to
take power from another is scarcely less than what is
taken and the energy gained is becoming less and less.
Karma is bringing the imbalances of the Illusion into
balance and no matter how cunning the plots and
ploys of the mind may be, Karma is a Divine balancer.
Karma has always been in operation, but the Illusion
slowed time down so that things seemed to take life
times for balance and most beings did not remember
the actions of other lives because of the veils that
Illusion set up. The EGO mind explained that
humans could not possibly keep up with too many
different life flows. As you remember your Mastery
you will find that you can live omnipresence easily if
you are willing to let go of the limits that you have
been taught in the Shadow. The EGO mind carefully
instructs that humans are not to be informed beyond a
certain point. The teachings that God makes the
choices and humans are to do what they are told are
ploys of the shadow to prevent personal growth. As
Revelation moves the veils aside, there is an inner
Illumination/Enlightenment and the recognition that
God intended each Soul to see more, live more, enjoy
more. LIFE IS ABOUT THE JOY OF
DISCOVERING ALL THAT YOU ARE AND
LIVING THE MORE. The hedonistic idea that life is
“Eat, Drink and be Merry for tomorrow you will die”
is one of the most limiting ideas of the Illusion. When
you discover your true self life is far more beautiful,
far more interesting, far more fulfilling that the EGO
mind would dare allow. The Truth lies within and
when you discover the Truth of your Divine self you
feel the freedom deep within.
Fighting the Shadows of what is passing keeps the
focus on the past. It denies the witness of a new
becoming that is opening within like a flower. Love is
the most powerful agent of transformation and
transcendence. Ascension is an ongoing process that is
happening NOW. The EGO always puts the attention
on the future and that prevents much of what
humanity desires from happening, for people are
waiting for the future to happen now. The future stays
in the future. Now is the only place that you can
achieve what you desire and live a life of security.
Safety isn’t provided by someone else. The only
insurance is trusting that your Spirit will guide you in
Love. The guidance may include taking precautions

and paying attention to what is going on, not only
outside of you, but within.
The EGO mind operates on separation, opposition,
duality, chaos and confusion. Spirit clarifies so that
what appears to be cloudy becomes transparent. Logic
can give a headache, while seeing without the physical
eyes brings a feeling of lightness that springs from the
solar plexus and may seem to open the area of the
Third Eye to a different vision. The Third Eye does
not open and close again. The Third Eye does not
operate like the physical eyes, that blink and often
miss things. The Third Eye is energetically connected
to the Soul Center and brings information to the
logical mind from a different perspective. The Third
Eye does not consult the EGO to ask permission to
inform humanity of the changes that are and must
continue to occur. The statement “On the Earth but
not of it”, simply means that as the awakening
progresses the recognition that you are living more and
more in a new frequency dawns and you realize that
you are different. The more comfortable you are with
being unique the easier it is to live your Mastery, to
have an interdependent relationship with others that
isn’t measured by guilt, fear, judgment or suspicion.
The cloak of concern over “what will they say or
think” begins to vanish and the heaviness of moving
through life as though it is a maze smooths out so that
you can clearly see the beauty that exits, right where
you are, when you take away the filters of Illusion.
The World appears to be nothing but chaos. Things
are not always as they appear to be. To see without
eyes is to release the belief that only the physical world
is real. The Five senses are limited without the clarity
of the Spirit. Spirit does not interfere with the affairs of
Earth, it enhances all of creation and shows the way to
MORE.
With each event in the Heavens humanity is changing.
With each New Moon, Full Moon, Eclipse, Solstice
and Equinox the planets evolution is accelerating.
Where the old order is breaking down and falling to
dust the energy of Revelation is filling the space with
vision, clarity, enthusiasm, memories of personal
power without a price to pay in struggle and most of
all, the greatest Gift is LOVE that has no conditions.
You are Loved, you are important, your presence on
earth is welcome. God knows your Name and does
not forget. Have you forgotten or dismissed GOD as
unimportant? When you open your heart and Soul to
the ONENESS you find there is so much that you
never knew existed. Our most sincere desire is for all
to remember the fullness of life and Love that has
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been hidden in the Illusion. This is not about trading
one form of control for another. That has been tried
again and again. This is about knowing Self and
trusting that each individual has the potential to be the
Master they were created to be.

Relaxing ~ Centering ~ Smooth Energy
Allowing Transformational Magik

In Love We celebrate you and your becoming. In
peace We seek to support you as you discover all that
you are. I remain your most humble servant. I AM the
Lord St. Germain.

ADS

www.cynthiainfieldsoflaughter.com

Jessica Robinson is a massage therapist with training in
Swedish, Deep Tissue, Reflexology, Aroma-therapy
with doTERRA oils and Thai “Yoga” Massage.
Jessica’s business is Sacred Space Yoga and Massage
307 349-4986, www.mysoterra.com/sacredspace

Nancy Wadda is an acupuncturist with over three
years of training. She is trained in the FIVE
SEASONS technique and has an amazing intuition in
her work. She is located in the Rainbow Center, 177
N. 4th St. in Lander. You can reach her for
appointments at 307 438-6203.

Linda Thomas is the Woman of Crystals. Eternal Ice
is her treasure trove of crystals and jewelry. Linda has
so many beautiful stones that when you see them you
will want them all.
You can contact her at:

In a world where there is often little laughter or when
it is there it can be derisive, Cynthia leads us to joyful,
heartfelt, soul-fulfilling laughter that touches places
within us that set us free.

(307) 754-4396
www.eternal-ice.com
eternalice@bresnan.net
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Karen Singer photographs beautiful nature photos and
creates digital transformations as Prints, Posters, TShirts, Calendars and Greeting Cards that assists and
inspires to powerfully re-connect with our own nature
and the beautiful Earth we are so blessed to live on.

Karen also creates custom, one of a kind wire
wrapped jewelry that weaves and amplifies energies of
Light and Love, your own personal Angels and
Masters (if desired & with permission) into each piece
or similarly with individual crystals.
Email: highvoltagenature@gmail.com

Linda Lube is an amazing artist who creates textile
painting, as in the Gratitude painting above. She has
wonderful paintings and she paints shoes. I have a very
fun pair of shoes that she painted for my Hawaii trip.
Hand painted shoes, boots, purses, scarves and shawls
Fabric message scrolls (wall hangings) cotton or silk

Maia Rose does sacral cranial work and massage, as
well as other therapies. She is located in the Rainbow
Center, 177 N. 4th St. in Lander. For appointments
call 307 345-3262.
Delphinia Bey is a massage therapist, who does reiki,
Bio-Genesis tools, Crystal layouts and other
modalities. You can reach her for massage
appointments at 307 349-2120.

Email Linda and she can email examples

You can reach her at www.lindalube.com,
lindalube@gmail.com or 828 777-8540.

HIGH VOLTAGE NATURE
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“The Pot Of Gold” is a monthly publication
created by Molly Rowland. Graphics by Dorian
Zumwalt. If you would like to advertise in “The
Pot of Gold” ads are $10 per month for up to six
lines and $2 per line after that. Contact us:
mollyrowland22@gmail or 307-335-8113.
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